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Binding of the Livre de Chasse, 
by Gaston Phoebus

LIVRE DE CHASSE
by GASTON PHOEBUS
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Français 616
Date: early 15th c.
Size: 380 x 280 mm
436 pages, 87 illuminations
Morocco-bound
Full-colour commentary volume

The Livre de Chasse (Book of the Hunt) was written by Gaston Phoebus, count of Foix and 

expert huntsman. For many years this treatise was famous for both the quality of its 

hunting lessons and its extraordinary illuminations: a masterpiece of early-fi fteenth-

century manuscript production in Paris, and one of the very few educational books to 

be illustrated as lavishly as a Bible. 

Besides the lessons it contains, this treatise also presents hunting as a redeeming 

exercise enabling hunters to go straight to Heaven by endowing them with an upright 

body and mind. The composition itself of this deeply pondered book links the hunter 

to the spiritual world. The different artists who worked on this manuscript – skilful mas-

ters of medieval canons of illustration such as line dynamics, repeated fi gures, effects of 

colours, etc – placed their art at the service of Gaston Phoebus’s desire to teach, thereby 

setting out not merely a lesson of hunting but a lesson of life.
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The Hours of Henry VIII, Jean Poyer’s masterpiece, receives its name from King Henry 

VIII of England, second monarch of the House of Tudor. This codex, endowed with an 

unparalleled dramatic force fi tting for the most passionate and fascinating monarch 

in English history, is known to have belonged to a series of later English kings. For 

example, there is proof that between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it still 

belonged to the library of George III.

Jean Poyer’s career as a painter was short, from 1483 to 1503, but he was famous 

for being a master colourist and a genius at composition and perspective. Both Poyer 

and Bourdichon, painter of the Great Hours of Anne of Brit-
tany, were amongst the fi nest illuminators in the early six-

teenth century and helped keep the art of illumination at its 

peak of excellence.

THE HOURS OF HENRY VIII
The Morgan Library & Museum • New York

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: MS H.8.
Date: c. 1500.
Size: ±265 x 182 mm.
400 pages with 55 full-page miniatures.
Bound in red velvet with clasps.
Full-colour commentary volume (236 p.) by Roger S. Wieck 
(The Morgan Library & Museum).
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Cloning the Hours of Henry VIII

Example of the different 

phases in colour quality 

control: comparing proofs 

with originals and correcting 

proofs for greater accuracy.

Passion according to John: Ego sum
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This book of hours commissioned for Charles, Count of Angoulême (the father of Fran-

cis I of France) is undeniably Robinet Testard’s most personal work. Testard, one of 

France’s most creative painters, drew upon his boundless imagination to create a totally 

novel work. The calendar scenes on the opening pages are surprisingly original. Tes-

tard also portrays exotic landscapes, botanical elements, an acrostic featuring animated 

fi gures more typical of alphabet books, and even combines mythology and religion in 

rather peculiar ways. Testard’s compositions in the Passion cycle are inspired by engrav-

ing techniques, and the intense, vivid colours in his paintings bring the scenes alive. 

And if this manuscript defying prevailing trends was still not original enough, it even 

features a miniature by Bourdichon (none other than the master of the Great Hours of 
Anne of Brittany!)

THE HOURS OF CHARLES 
OF ANGOULÊME
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Latin 1173.
Date: c. 1485.
Provenance: France.
Size: ± 215 x 155 mm.
Artist: Robinet Testard.
230 pages, 38 full-page miniatures.
Red leather binding with gilt border.
Full-colour commentary volume by Maxence Hermant and Séverine Lepape (BnF).
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Cloning The hours of Charles 
of Angoulême

 Checking the page size of the test folio 

against the original.

 Example of the different phases in col-

our quality control: comparing proofs 

with originals and marking up correc-

tions for greater accuracy; fi nal check 

against the test folio.

 Comparing test folios 

with the original manu-

script.

St George slaying the dragon
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THE HOURS OF HENRY IV 
OF FRANCE
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition limited to 987 copies numbered and 
certifi ed by notary public 

This book of hours is so magnifi cent that its royal owner, Henry IV of France, had his 

arms stamped on its front and back covers.

It is obvious upon opening this manuscript that it is a unique and outstanding 

work, a manuscript that literally shines with a thousand lights – the least one can say 

about a codex whose every page of text has a gilded ground. The margins are delicately 

and stylishly decorated with foliage motifs.

The lavish iconographic cycle with its purple and golden highlights, consisting of 

more than sixty paintings inspired by the New Testament, is a rare – and remarkable – 

example of grisaille illumination from the turn of the 16th century. 

The style is very similar to that of the atelier of Jean Pichore, a prolifi c Parisian 

illuminator infl uenced by Jean Bourdichon and Jean Poyer.
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Shelf mark: Latin 1171
Date: late 15th c. - early 16th c. (?)
Provenance: Paris
Size: 225 x 155 mm
180 pages, 60 full-page grisaille miniatures, 16 small pen-and-ink miniatures
Morocco bound
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Conceived of as the most luxurious Flemish breviary, with each page masterfully illu-

minated by the fi nest Flemish painters: the Master of the Dresden Prayerbook, Gerard 

Horenbout, Gerard David, etc. Having more texts than a book of hours, the breviary 

allows illuminators more artistic license, resulting in a greater variety of images.

Queen Isabella I was given this manuscript shortly before 1497 by her ambassa-

dor Francisco de Rojas to commemorate not only the double marriage of her children 

Infante Juan and Infanta Joanna to Margaret and Philip, the children of Emperor Maxi-

milian of Austria and Duchess Mary of Burgundy, but also the successful undertakings 

of her reign: the discovery of America and the conquest of Granada.

Shelf mark: Add. Ms. 18851
Date: last decade of the 15th c.
Provenance: Flanders
Size: 230 x 160 mm
1046 pages, all illuminated
Bound in embossed, brown Morocco leather
Full-colour commentary volume (352 p.) by Elisa Ruiz (Professor 
of Diplomacy and Palaeography, Universidad Complutense 
de Madrid), Nigel Morgan (Professor of the History of Art, 
University of Cambridge) and Scot McKendrick (Head of Western 
Manuscripts at the British Library)
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THE ISABELLA BREVIARY
The British Library • London

First, unique and unrepeatable edition limited to 987 copies numbered and 
certifi ed by notary public 
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THE GREAT CANTERBURY 
PSALTER
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

The Great Canterbury Psalter is an exceptional work of art under every possible criteria. 

Amongst English illumination experts it is considered to be the last of three splendid 

psalters painted between the eleventh and twelfth centuries. This rich, artistic amalgam 

was to merge with the fi nest, Italianate Gothic introduced into the Iberian Peninsula by 

Ferrer Bassa. This convergence of the two different fi gurative cultures, more than one 

hundred years apart, is one of the most important features of the codex, a facet that 

makes it unique in the history of art. This is an essential manuscript for an understand-

ing of medieval European painting.

Shelf mark: Lat. 8846
Date: 13th c. and 14th c.
Size: ± 480 x 325 mm
356 pages, more than 140 miniatures illuminated with gold and 
190 decorated initials painted on gold ground
Bound in brown leather decorated with gold
Full-colour commentary volume (296 p.) by Nigel Morgan 
(Honorary Professor of the History of Art, University of 
Cambridge), Rosa Alcoy (Barcelona University) and Klaus 
Reinhardt (Trier University)
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The Bible of St Louis is one of a small group of Bibles copied in the thirteenth century for 

members of the French royalty belonging to the Capetian dynasty ruling at that time. 

It is a peculiar type of biblical book without precedents in the tradition of European 

scriptoria, and is lavishly illuminated in keeping with the rank of its owners.

These bibles were usually known by the more modern name of Bibles moralisées 

and were few in number, as mentioned earlier, due to the high cost of producing them.

Provenance: France, 13th c.
Size: ± 420 x 320 mm
Three volumes, 1,230 pages, 4,887 medallions 
containing illuminated scenes of biblical history
2 commentary volumes by Miguel C. Vivancos, J.P. 
Aniel, Francisco J. Hernández, Manuel González, 
Ramón Gonzálvez Ruiz, John Lowden, Klaus 
Reinhardt, François Boespfl ug, Yolanta Zaluska and 
Yves Christe.

BIBLE OF SAINT LOUIS
SANTA IGLESIA CATEDRAL PRIMADA • TOLEDO

THE MORGAN LIBRARY & MUSEUM • NEW YORK

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Français 9561
Date: c. 1340-1350
Provenance: Naples 
Size: 310 x 210 mm
384 pages, 204 illuminations with gold
Bound in brown leather decorated with gold
Full-colour commentary volume (376 pp.) by Yves Christe 
(Université de Genève) and Marianne Besseyre (Curator, BnF)

The Bible moralisée of Naples – commissioned by Robert of Naples, also known as Robert 

the Wise – takes us through more than a century of the dynastic history of France and 

Italy.

This single-volume Bible features a juxtaposition of two illustrative formulae that 

make this codex an exceptional item. The fi rst 128 illuminations belong to the Bible 

moralisée genre. The 76 full-page paintings in the New Testament cycle contrast sharply 

with the preceding cycle, taking us into a different spiritual and fi gurative realm of 

mainly Giottesque inspiration.

BIBLE MORALISÉE OF NAPLES
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Tel. +34 932 402 091moleiro.com/online



This codex, dated 1582, is the most beautiful treatise on alchemy ever made. The secrets 

of kabbalah, astrology and alchemic symbolism are revealed on 22 folios bearing full-

page illustrations.

According to J. Völlnagel, “The Splendor Solis is by no means a laboratory manual, 

a kind of recipe book for alchemists […]. Rather, the Splendor Solis sets forth the phi-

losophy of alchemy, a world view according to which the human being (the alchemist) 

exists and acts in harmony with nature, respecting divine creation and at the same time 

intervening in the processes underlying that creation, all the while 

supporting its growth with the help of alchemy”.

SPLENDOR SOLIS
The British Library • London

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Harley 3469
Date: 1582
Size: 230 x 330 mm
100 pages, 22 full-page illuminations lavishly embellished with gold
Bound in crimson leather decorated with gold 
Full-colour commentary volume (184 p.) by Thomas Hofmeier 
(Historian of Alchemy), Jörg Völlnagel (Art historian, research 
associate at the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin), Peter Kidd (Former 
curator of medieval and Renaissance manuscripts at the Bodleian 
and British Libraries) and Joscelyn Godwin
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BOOK OF TREASURES
National Library of Russia • St Petersburg

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Fr. F. v. III, 4.
Date: c. 1230-1294.
Size: ± 310 x 220 mm.
298 pages and 115 miniatures.
Bound in brown leather with mosaic motifs.
Full-colour commentary volume (500p.), by V.N. Zaitsev (Director 
of the National Library of Russia, St Petersburg), L.I. Kisseleva 
(National Library of Russia, St Petersburg), I.P. Mokretsova (State 
Research Institute for Restoration (GosNIIR)), W.B. Clark (Marlboro 
College) and G.Z. Bykova and V.N. Kiréyeva (State Research 
Institute for Restoration (GosNIIR)).

Encyclopaedia by Brunetto Latini, a Florentine politician, poet, historian and philoso-

pher, teacher and friend of Dante’s. The work consists of three ‘books’: the fi rst begins 

with the biblical history, the history of Troy, Rome and the Middle Ages, followed by a 

natural history. The second book concerns ethics and studies the vices and virtues that 

characterise humanity. The third book, the most original part of this work, deals with 

matters related to politics and the art of government.

The miniatures in this codex are extremely rich and varied. The artist’s bound-

less imagination fi lls the margins with countless arabesques and drolleries which consti-

tute one of the most highly developed and earliest series of this genre in the history of 

the European miniature. 

“A treatise in which 
poetry, eroticism and 
tempo come together”

THE PLEASURES OF WOMEN
(Ladhdhat al-nisâ)
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

In Muslim India numerous treatises were written on 

sexology. Many of them included prescriptions con-

cerning problems dealing with virility or, more pre-

cisely, with masculine sexual arousal. The Sanskrit text 

which is considered the primary source for all Persian 

translations is known as the Koka Shastra (or Ratira-
hasya). The Ladhdhat al-nisâ is a Persian translation of 

the Koka Shastra, which contains descriptions of the 

four different types of women and indicates the days 

and hours of the day in which each type is more prone 

to love. The author quotes all the different works he 

has consulted, which have not survived to this day.

Shelf mark: Suppl. persan 1804
Date: 18th c.
Size: 160 x 225 mm
200 pages and 51 miniatures
Full-colour commentary volume

Tel. +34 932 402 091moleiro.com/online



THE BOOK OF FELICITY
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

This Book of Felicity, comissioned by sultan Murad III for his favorite daughter, features 

descriptions of the twelve signs of the zodiac accompanied by splendid miniatures; a 

series of paintings showing how human circumstances are infl uenced by the planets; 

astrological and astronomical tables; and an enigmatic treatise on fortune telling.

All the paintings seem to be by the same workshop under the guidance of the 

famous master Ustad ‘Osman, undoubtedly the artist of the opening series of paintings 

dedicated to the signs of the zodiac.

Shelf mark: Suppl. turc 242
Date: 1582
Size: 310 x 210 mm
286 pages and 71 full-page miniatures lavishly embellished 
with gold
Turkish binding in red leather with gold decoration 
Full-colour commentary volume (448 p.) by Miguel Ángel 
de Bunes Ibarra (CSIC), Evrim Türkçelik, Günsel Renda 
(Prof. of Ottoman Art, Koç University), Stefano Carboni 
(The MET), and Yorgos Dedes (SOAS, University 
of London) Th
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Probably made in Dieppe (France), this world atlas contains 15 nautical charts lavishly 

illustrated, as well as nautical information, tables of declinations, etc. 

The Vallard Atlas is one of the most noteworthy atlases of the sixteenth centu-

ry, with formidable miniatures depicting the daily life of the native population at that 

period as well as being a wonderful testimony of the Age of Discovery, proving also 

that Australian territories were already discovered by Portuguese adventurers in the 

sixteenth century.

VALLARD ATLAS
The Huntington Library • San Marino (US)

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: HM 29
Date: 1547
Size: ± 280 x 390 mm
68 pages, 15 double-page nautical charts
Red leather binding with gold decoration
Full-colour commentary volume (244 p.) by Luís Filipe F. R. 
Thomaz (Director of the Institute for Oriental Studies of the 
Portuguese Catholic University), Dennis Reinhartz (Emeritus 
professor at the University of Texas in Arlington) and Carlos 
Miranda (Doctor in History)

UNIVERSAL ATLAS OF 
FERNÃO VAZ DOURADO
Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo • Lisbon

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

This sublime example of sumptuous cartography seems to owe more to the art of illu-

mination than to cartography. Although little is known for sure about the mapmaker, 

Fernão Vaz Dourado, the unmistakable style of his entire production suggests he had 

one prototype atlas and created all his others by making additions or modifi cations to 

its strictly cartographic content.

Images by Vaz Dourado were soon found in the printed cartography of northern 

Europe such as, for example, the one in Linschoten’s work or the one that circulated 

in editions of Ortelius’s work. These images were used by everyone as the basis for new 

versions.

Date: 1571
Size: 18 maps 53 x 41 cm
Full-colour commentary volume (200 p.) by João Carlos Garcia 
(Universidade do Porto), Amélia Polónia (Universidade do 
Porto), Maria Fernanda Alegria (Universidade de Lisboa), 
Alexandra Curvelo (Museu Nacional do Azulejo e do CHAM, 
Centro de Estudos de História de Além-Mar), Maria João Melo 
(Universidade Nova de Lisboa) and Sónia Domingos, 
Teresa Araújo, Ana Fialho (ANTT).
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Herbal manuscripts preserve ancient Greek and Arabic writings describing the medical 

uses of plants. The major texts were translated into Latin in the Middle Ages and often 

illustrated. 

This mid-fi fteenth century manuscript contains an alphabetical list of simples: 

remedies derived from single natural resources. Each simple is captioned with the 

plant’s name and synonym, or a translation of its Arabic name. A richly illustrated codex 

with practically no text such as this one may have been made for book collectors as well 

as for medicinal use.

TRACTATUS DE HERBIS
The British Library • London

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Sloane Ms. 4016
Date: 1440
Provenance: Italy 
Size: 380 x 260 mm
218 pages, all illuminated
Bound in embossed, dark green leather
Full-colour commentary volume (512 p.) 
by Alain Touwaide (Smithsonian Institution) Bl
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Princes and powerful fi gures learned the rules of hygiene of the rational medicine of 

the late Middle Ages on the Tacuinum Sanitatis.
It concerns the six elements necessary for maintaining one’s daily health: food 

and drink, air, movement and rest, sleep and wakefulness, secretions and excretions, 

changes and states of mind.

Each page features a miniature and a legend stating its nature, characteristics of 

what is deemed to be better or preferable for human health, the benefi t it offers, any 

adverse effects it may have and the remedy for such adverse effects.

TACUINUM SANITATIS
Bibliothèque nationale de France • Paris

First, unique and unrepeatable edition 
limited to 987 copies numbered and certifi ed by notary public 

Shelf mark: Ms. Lat 9333
Date: mid-15th c.
Provenance: Rhineland
Size: 355 x 225 mm
216 pages, all illuminated 
Bound in embossed ivory colour leather
Full-colour commentary volume (320 p.) by Alain Touwaide 
(Smithsonian Institution), Eberhard König (Freie Universität 
Berlin) and Carlos Miranda García-Tejedor (Doctor in 
History)
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Binding of The Isabella Breviary

Blind-tooled back cover and end lining

Pallet and title

Headbanding and cut

Cutting the leather

Stamping the ribs

All our editions are first, unique and unrepeatable, 

limited to 987 numbered copies 

certified by notary public
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08021 Barcelona - Spain
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